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1. Bible Integration allows for the students to discover the following truths in the curriculum:
   a. Nature of God
   b. Creation
   c. Mankind
   d. Moral Order
   e. Purpose

2. Consequently the student would be able to develop a worldview that is Christocentric and biblical.

3. "For since the creation of the world his invisible attributes—his eternal power and divine nature—have been clearly seen, because they are understood through what has been made. So people are without excuse." Romans 1:20 NET.
   a. If God can be made known by His Creation, why then should is it necessary to help students discover Him through the curriculum?
   b. What motivates us to be intentional in providing this structure and environment?

4. Global Trends to consider in our environment:
   a. Urbanization
   b. Digital Disruption
   c. Ageing Population
   d. Individualism
   e. Globalism
   f. Climate Change
   g. Sharing Economy

5. The Filipino family adapts to the above where the critical NEEDS redefine ROLES in the family structure. The Father is pressed to provide, The Mother is pushed to be employed and the Children are forced to cope – and ALL suffer silently.

6. The Divine Directive for the Education of Children: Deuteronomy 6: 4-9 “4 Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is one. 5 Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength. 6 These commandments that I give you today are to be on your hearts. 7 Impress them on your children.
Talk about them when you sit at home and when you walk along the road, when you lie down and when you get up. 8 Tie them as symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads. 9 Write them on the doorframes of your houses and on your gates."

7. The Holy Trinity as One God commands a Chosen trinity to be of One Mind:

FAMILY  CHURCH  SCHOOL

8. The Church and its Purpose in Education: To teach the foundations of Holy Living. Its role as a teacher is to unravel the written Word to transform the world.

9. The Purpose of the Family in Education: To provide a model for Consistent Living. Its role as a teacher is live out the Word to Impact the world.

10. The Purpose of the School in Education: To train up students in critical thinking and wise decision-making. Its role as a teacher is to present a systematic Body of Knowledge for critical evaluation in preparation for practical application.

11. Reality Check: How are the Family, the Church and the School achieving their objectives in educating the children in a rippling out the Divine Directive in Deuteronomy 6:4-9?

12. Change has transformed our environment; Roles have been redefined by Needs. How can adapt positively to the challenging environment?
   a. Bring the Parents into the conversation. Involvement.
   b. Expand the training of the Teachers. Enhancement.
   c. Broaden the involvement of the Church. Engagement.